TR & HOLMES: BRAHMINS IN THE ARENA
by Rudy Carmenaty

THE MODERN PRESIDENCY BEGINS WITH “TR”
* TR was a bold departure from the nameless, bearded men
who occupied the White House after Abraham Lincoln.

* Upon taking office, Roosevelt transformed the Presidency
& led the nation into the 20th Century.
* A Republican, he was the 26th President (1901 to 1909).
* He ascended to the presidency when William McKinley
was assassinated & won the office in his own right in 1904.

* He left the White House in 1909, but ran again for President
in 1912 as the Candidate of the Progressive Party, the “Bull
Moose Campaign”, against Woodrow Wilson & his handpicked successor William Howard Taft.

“Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor
in the life of an individual and of nations alike.”
Theodore Roosevelt (1858 – 1919)

“We must show, not merely in
great crises, but in the everyday
affairs of life, the qualities of
practical intelligence, of
courage, of hardihood, and
endurance, and above all the
power of devotion to a lofty
ideal, which made great the
men who founded this Republic
in the days of Washington,
which made great the men who
preserved this Republic in the
days of Lincoln.”-TR

“LINCOLN IS MY HERO”–TR
“His unfaltering resolution, his quiet,

unyielding courage, his infinite
patience and gentleness … together
with his far-sighted, hard headed
common sense point him out as the
kind of chief who do the most good in a
democratic republic like ours.”
Theodore Roosevelt on Lincoln
TR witnessed Lincoln’s funeral procession as
a boy & as president likened himself to
Lincoln in crafting his own political narrative.

A BRAHMIN FROM NEW YORK
• Was born in New York City to a wealthy family
• Graduated from Harvard (1880), Phi Beta Kappa & a
member of Porcellian

• Attended Columbia Law School but left when he was
elected to the NY State Assembly, he never actually
practiced law
• 33rd Governor of New York, 1899-1900
• Colonel, 1st US Volunteer Cavalry, Cuba (1898)

• Recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1906 for his
efforts mediating the Russo-Japanese War
• Author of 18 books, including The Naval War of 1812,
The Winning of the West & The Rough Riders

“THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, AND NOT THE COURTS,
ARE TO DETERMINE THEIR OWN FUNDAMENTAL
POLICIES. THE PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE POWER TO
DEAL WITH THE EFFECTS OF ALL THEIR
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES. THIS MUST BE
EXTENDED TO INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF JUDICIAL
ACTS AS WELL AS OF THE EXECUTIVE AND
LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE.”
“THE DECISIONS OF THE COURTS ON ECONOMIC
AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS DEPEND ON THEIR
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY.”
“THERE IS ONE QUALITY WHICH PERHAPS,
STRICTLY SPEAKING, IS AS MUCH INTELLECTUAL
AS MORAL, BUT WHICH IS TOO OFTEN WHOLLY
LACKING IN MEN OF HIGH INTELLECTUAL
ABILITY, AND WITHOUT WHICH REAL CHARACTER
CANNOT EXIST--NAMELY, THE FUNDAMENTAL
GIFT OF COMMON SENSE.”

-THEODORE ROOSEVELT
WITH LINCOLN ON MOUNT RUSHMORE

PRESIDENTS APPOINT FEDERAL JUDGES
TR appointed 80 Article III Judges*
Three Justices to the US Supreme Court:
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (1902 to 1932)
William R. Day (1903 to 1922)
William Henry Moody (1906 to 1910)
19 Judges to the US Circuit Courts of Appeal
58 Judges to the US District Courts;
of whom two were later elevated to the Supreme
Court: Willis Van Devanter (1910 to 1937) from the 8th
Circuit was appointed by President Taft & Edward Terry
Sanford (1923 to 1930) from the Eastern District of
Tennessee was appointed by President Harding
*A Record Number in its day as the Federal Judiciary
was being expanded & reorganized

TR PICKS THE “ULTIMATE UMPIRE”

TR also appointed to the federal bench in
the Northern District of Illinois the man who
would become the “Ultimate Umpire” in
Kennesaw Mountain Landis, Commissioner
of Major League Baseball from 1920 to 1944

TR’s most substantive contribution to American
Law was his appointment of Holmes, the Rosetta
Stone of Constitutional Jurisprudence

Oliver Wendell Homes, Jr. (1841 – 1935)
“Constitutional law, like other mortal contrivances, has
to take some chances, and in the great majority of
instances, no doubt, justice will be done.”
Blinn v. Nelson (1911)
“That, at any rate, is the theory of our Constitution. It is
an experiment, as all life is an experiment.”
Dissent in Abrams v. United States (1919)
“Constitutions are intended to preserve practical and
substantial rights, not to maintain theories.”
Davis v. Mills (1904)

“A PAGE OF HISTORY IS WORTH
A VOLUME OF LOGIC.”

“THE AIM OF THE LAW IS
NOT TO PUNISH SINS, BUT IT
IS TO PREVENT CERTAIN
EXTERNAL RESULTS.”
“GREAT CASES LIKE HARD
CASES MAKE BAD LAW.”
“LIFE IS PAINTING A PICTURE,
NOT DOING A SUM.”

“An aristocrat in morals as in mind.”
-Owen Wister

JUDICIAL MOUNT RUSHMORE
As an Associate Justice, Holmes made a lasting contribution
on a par with the Great Chief Justice John Marshall.
As with TR in the realm of the presidency, Holmes
transformed the role of the Supreme Court in American life.

If one were able to carve a “Judicial Mount Rushmore”,
Holmes earned his place with that of Marshall, & alongside
that of Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes & Chief Justice
Earl Warren

“The law embodies the story of a nation’s
development through many centuries, and it cannot
be dealt with as if it contained only the axioms and
corollaries of a book of mathematics.“-Holmes

SINCE THE EARLIEST DAYS OF THE REPUBLIC,
AMERICAN PRESIDENTS HAVE BEEN IN CONFLICT
WITH THE US SUPREME COURT
• Jefferson & Chief Justice Marshall were at odds
over their interpretations of the powers of the federal
government under the Constitution.
• Jackson & Marshall were also antagonists, with
Jackson saying “John Marshall has made his
decision, now let him enforce it.”
• Lincoln ran in 1860 against the Court’s ruling in
Dred Scott v. Sanford & Chief Justice Roger Tawney
• FDR was opposed by the “Four Horsemen” of the
Hughes Court & proposed a Court-Packing Plan.

“A PARTY MAN”
“But in the higher sense, in the proper sense, he is not in
my judgement fitted for the positon unless he is a party
man, a constructive statesman, constantly keeping in
mind his adherence to principles and policies under
which this nation has been built up and in accordance
with which it must go on; and keeping in mind also his
relations with his fellow statesmen who in other branches
of the government are striving in cooperation with him to
advance the ends of government.”
-TR to Henry Cabot Lodge
“I had a little talk with him in which he said just the right
things and impressed me far more than I had expected
and then I bolted so as not to be seen.”
-Holmes Letter to Nina Gray (1902)

TR’S EXPECTATIONS
“I should like to know that Judge Holmes was in entire
sympathy with our views before I would feel justified in
appointing him.”-TR to Henry Cabot Lodge
• A Judge who was amenable to government
regulation/intervention in the economy as per TR’s
“Square Deal”, not an advocate of Laissez-faire
• A judge not adverse to the rights of Labor

• A Judge who would uphold the Constitutionality of
Protective Tariffs, a major economic policy of the GOP
• A Judge who would be favorably disposed to American
Imperialism & the Insular Cases (the treatment of US
possessions acquired during the Spanish-American War)

DIFFERING INTERPRETATIONS OF MARSHALL
TR looked to John Marshall as the kind of judge he would
appoint to “the highest court of the entire civilized world”:
“He is distinctly among the greatest of the great and no
man save Washington and Lincoln deserves heartier
homage from us.”-TR
Holmes delivered a speech at Harvard on the centennial of
Marshall’s becoming Chief Justice that TR thought was
“unworthy of the subject.” It was a cause of concern:
“I doubt whether, after Hamilton and the Constitution itself,
Marshall's work proved more than strong intellect, a good
style, personal ascendancy in his court, courage, justice
and the convictions of his party.”-Holmes
It should also be noted that Marshall, a Federalist who was
appointed by President John Adams, spent virtually his
entire tenure in opposition to the Presidents of his day.

EXPECTATIONS OF EXCELLENCE FROM THE FIRST
HOLMES WAS BORN IN BOSTON ON MARCH 8, 1841
• Holmes descended from a distinguished family,
as reflected in his name: the Olivers, the
Wendells, & the Holmeses were among the
earliest of English colonists in Massachusetts
• Known as “Wendell” among his intimates
• He graduated from Harvard (1861), was a
member of Porcelain & Hasty Pudding
• His mother was Amelia Lee Jackson, Wendell
was her favorite among her children & the one
person Holmes unquestionably loved
• Her father was Charles Jackson, a judge on the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

THE EPITOME OF THE BRAHMAN
• Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. (1809 – 1894)
• Harvard College & Harvard Medical School
• Member of Porcellian & Hasty Pudding
• Physician, Professor of Medicine at Harvard

• Poet & Man of Letters
• Author of The Autocrat at the Breakfast Table
& “Old Ironsides”, the poem which saved the
USS Constitution from being scrapped

• Coined the term “Brahman” (“The Brahmin
Caste of New England” in the Atlantic Monthly
in 1860)

THE “HUB”
• Derived from the name of highest Hindu caste in
India, “Brahmin” refers to the Elite of Boston, gentry
from long established & influential families who
were born to be leaders in government, finance,
society & civic institutions.
• Brahmins saw themselves as an aristocracy of
talent & intellect, in many ways “An Elect” not all
that far removed from the self-perceptions of their
Puritan forebears.

• Boston is still referred to as "The Hub“, short for
"The Hub of the Universe." Dr. Holmes first coined
the phrase in 1858.
• The Holmes’ home on Beacon Street
• At Dusk (Boston Common at Twilight) painted by
Childe Hassam

FATHER’S LITERARY CIRCLE
• Emerson & Longfellow were frequent guests in the
Holmes household.
• Emerson was a particular inspiration to Holmes, who
aspired to a literary career as a youth.
• It was a special time in American arts & letters, it
was “The Flowering of New England” as later detailed
by the literary critic Van Wyke Brooks.
“Life is a roar of bargain and battle, but in the very
heart there rises a mystic spiritual tone that gives
meaning to the whole. It transmutes the dull detail
into romance. It reminds us that our only wholly
adequate significance is as parts of the unimaginable
whole. It suggests that even while we are living we
are living to ends outside ourselves.”-Holmes

NAMESAKES AT ODDS
• Father & Son had a strained relationship
• Dr. Holmes, for all of his varied gifts, combined a
broadness of intellect with a narrowness of culture
which Holmes sought to escape from
• He escaped his father’s heavy hand by joining the
Army in 1861
• “My Hunt After the Captain” (1862) vividly describes
Dr. Holmes’ search for his son on a bloody battle field
after the latter was wounded at Antietam
• “What’s the use of going to Harvard Law School? A
lawyer can’t be a great man.” Dr. Holmes to his son
• TR greatly admired Dr Holmes: “His father’s name
entitles the son to honor.”

WILLIAM & HENRY JAMES
• The psychologist & philosopher William
James & his brother, the novelist Henry
James, were life-long friends of Holmes.
• Both Holmes and William James were
close when young but later in life their
differing ideas set them apart.
• Their careers chart the development of
Pragmatism in American thought.
• In his legal writings, Holmes rejected all
variants of “formalism” in the law marking a
departure from “Natural Rights”.

“The great act of faith is when a man
decides he is not God.”
-Holmes Letter to William James (1907)

MAN IN FULL: THE SOLDIER
• The shaping experience of Holmes’ life was as a
soldier during the Civil War, the war never left him.
• Serving in the Twentieth Regiment of Massachusetts
Voluntary Infantry, he was wounded 3 times.
• Holmes fought in the Peninsula Campaign, the
Battles of Fredericksburg, the Wilderness, Ball’s Bluff,
Antietam, & Chancellorsville.
• Purportedly shouted at Lincoln: “Get down, you
fool”, when under enemy fire at Fort Stevens.

Through our good fortune, in our youth our hearts
were touched with fire.”-Holmes
Memorial Day Address, May 30, 1884
“These uniforms were worn by me in the Civil War and
the stains upon them are my blood.”-Holmes

BRAHMINS FORGED IN BATTLE
Different Wars/Different Men:
The Civil War was the “American Crucible” while The
Spanish-American War was that “Splendid Little War”
(widely attributed to TR but actually said by John Hay)

“As for us, our days of combat are over. Our swords
are rust. Our guns will thunder no more. … Whatever
of glory must be won in the council or in the closet,
never again in the field. I do not repine. We have
shared the incommunicable experience of war; we
have felt, we still feel, the passion of life to its top.”
Holmes’ Memorial Day Address “The Soldier’s Faith”, given
at Harvard on May 30, 1895, which greatly impressed TR

FANNY BOWDITCH DIXWELL HOLMES
(1840 – 1929)
• Daughter of Holmes’ school master & a
childhood friend
• The couple married in 1872 & their
marriage lasted until her death in 1929

• Holmes & his wife never had any children
of their own
• Has been described as a recluse as well
as being devoted, gracious & perceptive;
she was never a part of Beacon Hill Society
• Holmes & his correspondence with other
women is the subject of much speculation
• Alfred Lunt & Lynn Fontanne (1965)

MAN IN FULL: LEGAL PHILOSOPHER
“We cannot all be Descartes or Kant, but
we all want happiness. And happiness, I
am sure from having known many
successful men, cannot be won simply by
having an income of $50,000. An intellect
good enough to win the prize needs other
food beside success. The remoter and
more general aspects of the law are
those which give it universal interests. It is
through them that you not only become a
great master in your calling, but connect
your subject with the universe and catch
an echo of the infinite.”
“The Path of the Law” (1897)

“THE LIFE OF

THE LAW HAS
NOT BEEN
LOGIC; IT
HAS BEEN
EXPERIENCE.”
THE COMMON LAW
(1881)

A BREAK WITH LEGAL FORMALISM
• The book was derived from the Lowell Lectures Holmes
delivered in Boston in 1880.
• It affirmed the law is not a set of commands given to
man by the Deity but rather an evolving balance of
conflicting interests, it was a new theory of law.
• The common law evolves as civilized society evolves.
• The true source of law, per Holmes, are judicial
decisions which the state will enforce with its sanction.
• Judges decide cases on the facts, choosing between
competing legal arguments, & their written decisions
provide a rationale for their determinations.
• Judges, as members of the governing class, share in
the assumptions, the values & the biases of their class.
• The Common Law has been in print since its first
publication & is still being quoted from today.

“THE DEGREE OF CIVILIZATION WHICH A PEOPLE HAS REACHED, NO DOUBT, IS
MARKED BY THEIR ANXIETY TO DO AS THEY WOULD BE DONE BY.”

"The felt necessities of the time, the
prevalent moral & political theories,
intuitions of public policy avowed or
unconscious, even with the prejudices
which judges share with their fellow
men, have had a great deal more to do
than syllogism in determining the rules
by which men should be governed.”
The Common Law (1881)

A REALIST WHO SAW THE LAW
IN PRACTICAL TERMS
“When we study law we are not studying a mystery
but a well-known profession. We are studying what
we shall want in order to appear before a judge, or to
advise people in such a way as to keep them out of
court. ... People want to know under what
circumstances and how far they will run the risk of
coming against what is so much stronger than
themselves and hence it becomes a business to find
out when this danger is to be feared. The object of our
study, then, is predication of the incidence of public
force through the instrumentality of the courts.”
“The Path of the Law” (1897)

MAN IN FULL: THE JURIST
• Harvard Law School, Class of 1866
• Admitted to the Massachusetts Bar in 1867
• Practiced Admiralty & Commercial Law
• Served on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court 1882-1902, Chief Justice 1899 -1902
• Believed in “Judicial Restraint”, which shows
deference to the decisions of the political branches
• Wrote decisions which were favorable to Labor
• Was viewed by opponents as a legal light-weight:
“His accomplishments are literary and social, and as
an investigator of the history of jurisprudence, and not
judicial.”–US Senator George Frisbie Hoar

THE FULLER COURT IN 1902
• Chief Justice Melville Fuller (1888 to 1910), a Democrat
appointed by President Cleveland
• Fuller, a conservative, adhered to Laissez-faire & believed the
14th Amendment worked “no revolutionary change” in the law

• A competent administrator & a congenial colleague, he
introduced the custom of the Justices shaking hands before they
enter the Court room, a practice still observed today
• Holmes & Fuller were personally close, & Holmes ranked him
highly among the justices he served with during his tenure
• Associate Justice Horace Gray (1882 to 1902) was appointed
by President Arthur, the “Wally Pipp” of the Supreme Court
• Gray was a Brahmin from Massachusetts, he was in poor health
& had suffered a stroke before stepping down from the Court

THE BRAHMIN IN THE MIDDLE: HENRY CABOT LODGE
• Henry Cabot Lodge (1850 – 1924)
• US Senator (1893 to 1924), member of the House of
Representatives (1887 to 1893)

• Graduate of Harvard: B.A., LL.B., M.A., Ph.D.; was a
member of Porcellian & Hasty Pudding
• Lodge was a student of Henry Adams at Harvard
• Became a personal confidant & political ally of TR
• TR was afraid to take his class when Lodge was an
instructor at Harvard
• Knew Holmes since childhood

“I am very fond of him and he is in line for promotion.”
-Lodge on Holmes in a letter to TR

POLITICS & BRAHMIN BEDFELLOWS
• At the 1884 Republican Convention, the GOP nominated James G.
Blaine of Maine for president.
• Blaine was a figure of scandal & low repute. He lost the election to
Grover Cleveland.
• TR & Lodge opposed Blaine at the convention, but both reluctantly
supported his candidacy out of party loyalty to the disapproval of
their social & political circles.
• This cemented both the friendship & the political bonds between
TR & Lodge, who always referred to each other by their first names.
• Holmes made a public gesture of standing by Lodge, crossing the
street in Boston to speak & shake hands with him after the latter was
ostracized by his fellow Brahmins.
• Lodge never forgot Holmes’ gesture of support at a difficult time.
• He lobbied TR to appoint Holmes & then guided Holmes on what
to say to the President so as to secure his nomination to the Court.

LODGE : A BRAHMIN LEGACY
• Three great political families have emerged
from Massachusetts: the Adames, the Lodges, &
the Kennedys
• Lodge & his grandson, who was also named
Henry Cabot Lodge, are a bridge between the
Adams & Kennedy dynasties
• Lodge Sr. deserves better than his historical
reputation & was a principled statesman
• Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., US Senator (1937 to
1944, 1947 to 1953); lost the 1952 Senate election
to JFK; Eisenhower’s UN Ambassador; Nixon’s
Vice-Presidential running mate in 1960; JFK & LBJ’s
ambassador in Saigon
• John F. Kennedy, Irish Catholic Brahmin?

THE HAND OF FATE
The Hand of Fate & Holmes’ appointment:
• The timing of Justice Gray’s resignation & the
opening of a “Massachusetts” seat on the Court
• President McKinley, was assassinated in Buffalo
in 1901 before Justice Gray’s resignation
• The “appointment” of Alfred Hemenway
• TR became Vice President only after the death
of Garret Hobart in 1899 & was nominated so as
to get him out of the governorship of New York
• Nevertheless, Holmes saw his appointment as
“a reward for much hard work”.
“Certainty generally is an illusion, and repose is
not the destiny of man.”
-Holmes The Path of the Law

BATTLE OF WILLS AMONG BRAHMINS
* With

Lodge’s support, TR nominated Holmes in August 1902
* George Frisbie Hoar (1826 – 1904) was the Senior Senator from
Massachusetts & the Chair of the Judiciary Committee
* Hoar was a fellow Brahmin, a graduate of Harvard
* Hoar had opposed the appointment of Holmes for a US District
Court judgeship in 1878
* Hoar was an outspoken opponent of Imperialism
* TR & Lodge worked tirelessly behind Hoar’s back to get Holmes
on the Court, neither was going to be denied
“I never heard anybody speak of Judge Holmes as an able
judge. He is universally regarded as a man of pleasant
personnel address but without strength, and without a grasp of
general principles. The whole things is a an awful blunder.”
–Hoar on Holmes

HOLMES ON THE COURT
• TR & Lodge held their ground, Holmes was confirmed by the
Senate unanimously in December 1902.
• Holmes joined the Court at the age of 61 after serving 20
years on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.
• At the outset, he did not disappoint either of his patrons.
• He supported the government's positon in the Insular Cases.
• Holmes & Fanny were often invited as guests at the Roosevelt
White House.
• The budding friendship between them was far more formal
than that between TR & Lodge, it was always “Mr. President” &
“Judge” when addressing each other.
• For the first two terms of Holmes’ tenure, TR had no cause to
regret his decision, that would soon change.
“Every opinion tends to become law.”-Holmes

NORTHERN SECURITIES
Northern Securities Co. v. United States (1904)
• Case was an ani-trust action against J.P. Morgan, James J. Hill, et al.
• Northern Securities was a holding company which combined shares of
stock from the Great Northern & the Northern Pacific railroads.

• The holding company was set up to avoid the letter of the law.
• The government alleged it was a monopoly designed to control all
western railroad lines in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890.
• The 1st time US government sought to break up monopolies in the
interest of competition. Applied the Sherman Act to stock ownership.

• J.P. Morgan said to TR: “Have you man speak to my man.”
• The Supreme Court ruled 5 to 4 in favor of the government.
• Justice John Marshall Harlan wrote the majority opinion, declaring
Northern Securities a monopoly & ordering it dissolved.

HOLMES’ DISSENT
• Justice Harlan, reading the Sherman Act broadly, ruled that
Northern Securities restrained commerce sufficiently so as “to
deprive the public of the advantages of free competition in trade
and commerce.”
• Northern Securities eliminated competition on the parallel lines the
two companies once separately operated to the exclusion of a third.
• Holmes argued that the Sherman Act should be interpreted strictly
so as to ensure its constitutionality, if not, than any commercial
transaction could fall under the ambit of the Commerce Clause &
Congress’ authority.
• Holmes saw the law as permitting combinations of firms in the
same market so long as the Congress did not expressly restrict the
size of the offending entity & a monopoly, as traditionally defined,
wasn’t shown.

• Holmes saw the Sherman Act as an “imbecile statute, which aims
at making everyone fight but forbidding anyone to be victorious.”
• For Holmes, it was a simple matter of statutory interpretation & not
an issue of Laissez-faire or “liberty of contract”, much less the notion
that he could be used as a “tool” by the President.
“The case was not without it’s painful side. As it involved going
against one’s natural crowd.”-Holmes Letter to John Palfrey

“EVEN A DOG DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN BEING
STUMBLED OVER AND BEING KICKED.”-HOLMES
Even though the Court upheld the administration’s
position, TR was furious at Holmes over his dissent.
TR said to Attorney General Philander Knox that
Holmes would never again be invited to the White
House. Nevertheless, he & Fanny were invited
back after the decision was handed down.
“Poor Wendell Holmes is the immediate victim.
Theodore went wild about it, and openly
denounced Holmes in the most forcible terms of his
sputtering vocabulary.”-Henry Adams
“His real politics are important. From his
antecedents, Holmes should have been an ideal
man on the bench. As a matter of fact, he has
been a bitter disappointment.”-TR
“We liked each other by temperament though I
cannot again take his friendship seriously.”-Holmes

TR, HOLMES & THE TRUSTS
The Court’s 5 to 4 decision was a major victory for the Roosevelt
administration. The case made national headlines, increasing
the President’s popularity in an election year.
The victory help to cement TR’s image as a president willing to
take on the “malefactors of great wealth.” Holmes, as a judge &
as an individual, saw things differently.
“The great corporations which we speak of rather loosely as
trusts are the creatures of the State, and the State not only has
the right to control them, but it is duty bound to control them
wherever the need of such control is shown.”-TR
“I carried out in good faith these damned laws and that if they
could make a case for putting Rockefeller in prison I should do
my part; but if they left it up to me I should put up a bronze statue
of him.”-Holmes

Holmes’ private views can’t readily be gleamed from his written
opinions, whereas TR was expressive in his views on this topic.
TR, Holmes & John D. Rockefeller of Standard Oil

HOLMES ON TR
“I knew him and liked him personally very much, as much as it was
possible to like a man that you knew would throw over the friendship
he professed the moment one allowed one’s own understanding of
one’s judicial duty to prevail over what he wanted.”
Letter to Lewis Einstein (1912)

“It broke up our incipient friendship… as he looked on my dissent to
the Northern Securities case as a political departure (or I suspect,
more truly, couldn’t forgive anyone who stood in his way).”
Letter to Frederick Pollock (1921)
“We talked freely later but it never was the same after that, and if he
had not been restrained by friends, I am told he would have made a
fool of himself and would have excluded me from the White House…
I never cared a damn whether I went there or not.”
“He was very likable, a big figure, a rather ordinary intellect, with
extraordinary gifts, a shrewd and I think unscrupulous politician.
He played all his cards—if not more. R.i.p.”

“A SECOND CLASS INTELLECT,
BUT A FIRST CLASS TEMPERAMENT”
Widely attributed as Holmes’ assessment of FDR, it is, in fact, his
assessment of TR.
An assessment which is neither fair nor flattering, & which is truer to the
mark in describing FDR.
“With an insight into its history that no American scholar has
surpassed; with a capacity to mold ancient principles to present
needs, unique in range and remarkable in prophetic power; with a
grasp of its significance as the basis upon which the purposes of men
are shaped, Mr. Justice Holmes sought to make the jurisprudence of
the United States fulfill the great ends our nation was established to
accomplish.” FDR on Holmes, 1935
“That shows how unimportant the law really is.” FDR’s remark
concerning his not completing his studies at Columbia Law School

TAFT: A BRAHMIN FROM OHIO
William Howard Taft (1857 – 1930)
• 27th President (1909 to 1913) & 10th Chief Justice (1921 to
1930), the only man in US History to hold both offices
• Graduate of Yale & a member of Skull & Bones
• Appointed 6 Supreme Court Justices
• Conservative jurist, able administrator

•

Holmes voted for Taft over TR in 1912

• Holmes & Taft got along well personally
“I love judges and I love courts. They are my ideals, that
typify on earth what we shall meet hereafter in heaven
under a just God.”-Taft

“He is good humored, laughs readily, not quite rapid
enough, but keeping things moving pleasantly. His writing
varies; he has done some things that I don’t care for but
others I think touch a pretty high level.”-Holmes on Taft

BRAHMIN AS CONSERVATIVE REFORMER

Charles Evans Hughes (1862 – 1948)
* Graduate of Columbia Law School (1884)
* Governor of New York (1907 to 1910)
* Associate Justice (1910 to 1916), appointed by Taft

* Republican Presidential Candidate 1916, lost to Wilson
* Secretary of State (1921 to 1925) under Harding
* 11th Chief Justice (1930 to 1941) appointed by Hoover

“We are under a Constitution, but the Constitution is
what the judges say it is, and the judiciary is the
safeguard of our property and our liberty under the
Constitution.”-Charles Evans Hughes

90TH BIRTHDAY RADIO BROADCAST
• Coast-to-coast Radio broadcast on CBS on March 8, 1931
• Holmes spoke, along with Chief Justice Hughes, ABA
President Charles Boston, & Dean Charles Clark of Yale Law.

• “We honor him, but what is more, we love him.”
Chief Justice Hughes
“There is time to hear the kind voices of friends and to say to
one’s self, ‘The work is done.’ But just as one says that, the
answer comes, ‘The race is over, but the work is never done
while the power to work remains.’ … For to live is to function.
That is all there is to living. And so I end with a line from a
Latin poet who uttered the message more than 1500 years
ago: ‘Death plucks my ear and says Lie– I am coming.”
Holmes on the radio

HOLMES DIED ON MARCH 6, 1935 AT AGE 93
• Holmes retired from the Supreme Court on
January 12, 1932 at the urging of his Brethren.
• He died of pneumonia in Washington, DC on
March 6, 1935, 2 days shy of his 94th birthday.
• Holmes was buried at Arlington National
Cemetery with full military honors, beside his
wife Fanny.

“Life is an end in itself, and the only
question as to whether it is worth living
is whether you have had enough of it.”
-Holmes

THE MANY LEGACIES OF HOLMES
• Holmes spent nearly 50 years on the bench, 20 on the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court & then almost 30
on the US Supreme Court.
• Holmes served with 4 Chief Justices: Fuller, White, Taft &
Hughes; & under every president from TR to Hoover.
• Holmes was prolific & wrote 873 majority opinions, 30
separate concurring opinions, & 72 dissenting opinions as
an Associate Justice on the Supreme Court.
• He wrote well over 1000 decisions while serving on the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.
• Holmes developed a “cult” following among both the
intelligentsia as well as the general public.
• Legal Realism, Law & Economics, Critical Legal Studies,
Pragmatism in the law, the judicial acceptance of the
regulatory state; all stem from Holmes & his decisions.

MYTH MAKING AT ITS FINEST: THE HOLMES LEGEND
• Highly protective of his image & legacy, Liberals were
heavily invested in presenting Holmes as a precursor to the
New Deal & as a champion of progressive values.
• In his lifetime, Holmes didn’t discourage such adulation.

• Yankee from Olympus (1944) by Catherine Drinker Bowen
was an early biography. The book was overly sentimental, a
romanticize view of his life. Much of it was literary license.
• Overly worshipful, it presented Holmes as he should have
been or as people of that era who shared liberal sentiments
would have liked him to have been.
• In reality, he was a more complex & enigmatic figure.
“Certitude is not the test of certainty. We have been cocksure
of many things that were not so.”-Holmes

“THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE”
• The play was written by Emmet Lavery & was on
Broadway in 1946, starring Louis Calhern
• Lavery adapted his play for the screen in 1950,
the film was directed by John Sturges

• Calhern received an Oscar nomination for his
performance as Holmes
• The play was derived from the book Mr. Justice
Holmes by Francis Biddle, who had been Holmes’
law clerk & later was FDR’s Attorney General
• The film was adapted for television in 1965 for
The Hallmark Hall of Fame

OWH, THE ORIGINAL RBG
• 75 years before present-day Associate
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg became a
celebrity & cultural icon, Holmes was the
subject of much media attention

• Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
• The Notorious RBG
• The documentary film “RBG” (2018)
• “On the Basis of Sex” (2018) starring
Felicity Jones as RBG
“It will need more than the 19th Amendment
to convince me that there are no
differences between men and women, or
that legislation cannot take those
differences into account.”–Holmes

“I THINK ITS MY DUTY TO EXPRESS MY DISSENT”-HOLMES
• As the “Great Dissenter”, Holmes often voted to support
free speech & uphold economic regulation by the state.
• Many of his dissents were persuasive in subsequent cases
& were adopted by later Supreme Court majorities.
• Holmes’ dissents, not unlike those of Justice Ginsburg
today, became rallying carries for disappointed liberals.
“Some of her answers might excite popular prejudice, but if
there is any principle of the Constitution that more
imperatively calls for attachment than any other it is the
principle of free thought—not free for those who agree with
us but freedom for the thought we hate.”
Dissent in United States v. Schwimmer (1929)

“A Constitution is not intended to embody a particular
economic theory.”
“The 14th Amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer’s
social statistics.”
Dissent in Lochner v. New York (1905)

DEFINING “FREE SPEECH” IN THE 20TH CENTURY
“The question in every case is whether the words said are used in

such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear
and present danger that will bring about the substantive evil that
Congress has a right to prevent. It is a question of proximity and
degree. When a nation is at war many things that might be said in a
time of peace are such a hinderance to its effort that their utterance
will not be endured so long as men fight and that no Court could
regard them as protected by any constitutional right.”
“The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a
man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and causing a panic.”
Schenck v. United States (1919)
Majority Opinion upholding the conviction of Schenck for publishing
leaflets with the intent to interfere with military recruiting under the
Espionage Act of 1917. This was the Court’s initial 1st amendment
case under federal law. Holmes draws a line between protected &
unprotected speech, speech during times of peace & war.
Schenck’s conviction was valid because the statute prohibits
conspiracies as well as actual obstructions of the draft.

GIVING THE 1ST AMENDMENT MEANING
“I think we should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the
expression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught with
death, unless they so imminently threaten immediate interference with
the lawful and pressing purposes of the law that an immediate check is
required to save the country.”

“But when men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths,
they may come to believe even more than they believe the very
foundations of their own conduct that the ultimate good desired is
better reached by free trade in ideas, that the best test of truth is the
power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the
market, and that truth is the only ground upon which their wishes safely
can be carried out.”
Dissent in Abrams v. United States (1919)

US Government prosecuted socialists & anarchists under the Sedition
Act of 1918. The law made it a crime to “willfully utter, print, write or
publish any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language” about
the US government or against the war effort in World War I. Holmes,
influenced by reaction to his positon in Schenck, modified his views as
applied to the facts in this case. Although he saw both decisions as
consistent, here he is an eloquent advocate for free expression.

JUDICIAL RESTRAINT
• Holmes believed in “Judicial Restraint”, the forbearance on the part
of Judges to declare unconstitutional laws duly enacted by Congress
or state legislatures.
• He opposed “substantive due process”, the use of the due process
clause of the 14th Amendment to overturn economic regulation.

• In Constitutional adjudication, Holmes refused to substitute his own
personal judgement for that of the “political branches”.
• Holmes often personally disagreed with the aims & purposes of the
very laws he was voting to uphold.
“I always say that if my fellow citizens want to go to Hell I will help them.
It's my job.” Letter to Harold Laski (1920)
“Great Constitutional provisions must be administered with
caution….and it must be remembered that legislatures are ultimate
guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great a
degree as the courts.”
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company v. May (1904)

DEBATING ORIGINALISM: HOLMES V. SCALIA
• Holmes rejected the idea that the written text of the
Constitution was sacrosanct. Rather the Constitution
embodied principles derived from the Common Law.
• Holmes did not believe the actual words contained in the
document should interpreted as one would a statute.

• He differs from the late Antonin Scalia & the idea of
“Originalism”, the prevalent conservative legal theory.
• Originalism is the legal philosophy which holds that the
judicial interpretation of the Constitution should follow
closely the original intentions of the founders as they
understood the text at the time the document was written.

• Modern Conservatives see Holmes as abandoning the
very idea of law as a neutral field of moral principle.
“Courts are apt to err by sticking too closely to the words of
a law where those words import a policy that goes beyond
them.” Dissent in Olmstead v. United States (1928)

CONSERVATIVE? LIBERAL? EUGENICIST?
• Holmes was once seen as a Progressive, but many
on the left today view Holmes warily, if at all & reject
his views on various legal & socio-pollical grounds.
• Conservatives have taken issue with his philosophy &
conclusions, some admire Holmes as an arbiter of
“Judicial Restraint” as opposed to “Judicial Activism”.
“My job is to play the game according to the rules.”
Holmes to Learned Hand
• Eugenics, Holmes wrote the majority opinion which
upheld a Virginia Compulsory Sterilization statute:
“It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to

execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let
them starve for their imbecility, society can
prevent those who are manifestly unfit from
continuing their kind. Three generations of
imbeciles are enough.” Buck v. Bell (1927)

BRANDEIS & FRANKFURTER
• Holmes was free of many of the prejudices of his
fellow Brahmins, particularly Anti-Semitism.
• Holmes & Brandeis (a Democrat who was
appointed by President Wilson) often reached the
same conclusions on the Court & formed a bond of
amity & mutual respect.
• Holmes & Brandeis dissented on many of the
same cases. “Holmes & Brandeis in Dissent”
• Felix Frankfurter was a protégé of Holmes.

• Frankfurter, on account of his “judicial restraint”,
was seen as a “conservative” when he served on
the Supreme Court (1939 to 1962).
• Frankfurter admired & emulated Holmes, was he a
pseudo Brahmin?

21ST CENTURY BRAHMINS
In the 20th Century, the term “Brahmin” was broadened to
encompass all members of the “Eastern Establishment”

In the 21st Century, can the term “Brahmin” be extended
even further?
Who qualifies to be deemed a Brahmin today?
• Governor William Weld of Massachusetts, a traditional
Brahmin whom Dr. Holmes would readily recognize

• Associate Justice Stephen Breyer, a Jewish Brahman
• President George W. Bush, the anti-Brahmin
• President Barack Obama, an African-American
Brahmin for a new century
• President Trump would be a bridge too far in terms of
being considered a Brahmin

HOLMES & THE ISSUE OF RACE
• Holmes was indifferent to the plight of African-Americans
• Despite his prior Abolitionism & military service, he accepted
the post-Reconstruction consensus on race & rarely voted to
uphold the position of African-Americans in challenges to Jim
Crow laws
• Holmes was often at odds with John Marshall Harlan, the
Court’s lone dissenter in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)
“Harlan’s mind was like a vise, the jaws of which did not meet.
It held only the larger objects.” –Holmes
Depiction of TR & Booker T. Washington at the White House
“I have not been able to think out any solution of the terrible
problem offered by the presence of the Negro on this
continent, but of one thing I am sure, and that is that inasmuch
as he is here and can neither be killed nor driven away, the
only wise and honorable and Christian thing to do is to treat
each black man and each white man strictly on his merits as a
man, giving him no more and no less than he shows himself
worthy to have.” -TR

REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTS & SUPREME COURT PICKS
Regarding Chief Justice Earl Warren & Associate
Justice William Brenan, President Dwight Eisenhower
purportedly said:
“I have made two mistakes, and they are both sitting
on the Supreme Court.”
He is also purported to have said that nominating
Warren was “the biggest damn-fool mistake I ever
made,” or that his biggest mistake was “the
appointment of that dumb son-of-a-bitch Earl Warren.”
Both appointments were related to election year
politics in 1952 & 1956.
In 1968, Richard Nixon promised “Law & Order”,
specifically campaigning against the Warren Court’s
decisions in the field of criminal justice

MORE RECENT REPUBLICAN “DISAPPOINTMENTS”
• Associate Justice Harry Blackmun, appointed by
President Nixon, wrote the majority opinion in Roe v.
Wade (1973)
• Associate Justice John Paul Stevens, appointed by
President Ford, leader of the Court’s liberals when he
became the senior justice
• David Souter, appointed by President G.H.W. Bush,
upon joining the Court voted with the liberal justices
• Chief Justice John Roberts, appointed by President
G.W. Bush, is the present-day swing vote on the Court &
voted to uphold Obamacare

HOLMES REMEMBERED
• Holmes was the finest Common Law Judge in
the history of American jurisprudence & he set
the standard for judicial craftsmanship
• His court decisions are of the highest order,
many are still being cited as legal authority &
read almost as if written by Shakespeare
• Holmes’ life was long & exceptionally welllived, again Shakespearean in its rich & varied
experiences, a ‘Renaissance Man’ of sorts
• Holmes’ ideas on the law fundamentally
changed the way that Americans thought &
continue to think about individual liberty, the
attainment of justice, freedom of expression &
the role of government

BRAHMINS LINKED BY HISTORY
• TR & Holmes truly are American originals; yet in
many ways they were two of a kind beyond simply
being “Brahmins”
• Holmes could only have been appointed by TR,
neither McKinley nor Taft would have nominated him
to the Supreme Court
• Holmes was, in spite of TR’s subsequent misgivings,
a judge in the mold of the President who selected
him for the court: independent & iconoclastic

“He has been a most gallant soldier, a most
able and upright public servant, and in public
and private life alike a citizen whom we like to
think of as typical of the American character at
its best.”
TR on Holmes prior to the latter’s appointment

FINAL WORDS
“I think that, as life is action and
passion, it is required of a man that
he should share the passion and
action of his time at peril of being
judged not to have lived.”
“Life is a great adventure, and I
want to say to you, accept it in
such a spirit. I want to see you face
it ready to do the best that lies in
you to win out; and resolute, if you
do not win out, to go down without
complaining, doing the best that is
in you, and abiding by the results.”

